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ABSTRACT - The mass burning rate of stretched flames with multi-species trans
port and chemistry is computed from the quasi-ID flamelet equations for mass,
species mass fractions, enthalpy and element mass fractions. These flamelet equa
tions, which are derived from the basic conservation equations, describe transport
perpendicular to a flame surface and contain source terms proportional to the local
stretch rate. An analytical expression for the mass burning rate is derived, con
taining the local stretch rate and the changes in enthalpy and stoichiometry due to
preferential diffusion. It turns out that a Karlovitz number and a Lewis number for
each species play a role. The expression for the mass burning rate is further elab
orated for flames with constant stretch rate. As a special case, a lean methane/air
flame is studied. Finally, the theory is applied to the tip of a stationary Bunsen
flame.

1 Introduction

It is well known that flame stretch, caused by local velocity gradients near the flame front,
may have an important influence on the local stabilization and stability behavior of flames.
This was first recognized by Karlovitz et al. [2] and Markstein [3]. Flames, experiencing
flame stretch have been studied by a lot of researchers since, such as by Buckmaster,
Matalon, Matkowsky, Chung and Law [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. A rigorous mathematical analysis
of stretched flames, based on matched asymptotic expansions, was given by Matalon and
Matkowsky [6]. An integral analysis of flame stretch was presented by Chung and Law
[8]. Flame sheet models with one-step chemistry and a single Lewis number are frequently
used to study stretched flames. Stimulated by the ideas of Buckmaster [4], who first real
ized that variations in the preheating zone thickness are of importance and using the ideas
of the integral analysis of Chung and Law [8], de Goey et al. [1, 9] recently applied the
flame stretch formalism to more general flames, with finite flame front thickness. In [1] an
extension of the classical flame stretch rate for 2D stationary flames is presented, which
can be used to study flame behavior numerically. The study of 2D stationary flames has
been further extended to the general case of 3D instationary flames in Ref.[9].
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Today, multiple-species transport and chemistry models are widely used in advanced nu
merical models to study laminar and turbulent combustion processes. However, it is not
clear yet whether or how the flame stretch formalism can be applied in such numerical
models to analyze the flame behavior, as the applicability of the existing flame stretch
theory is resticted by a number of assumptions, such as an infinite thin flame sheet, a
single irreversible reaction and a single Lewis number. Furthermore, there are no explicit
expressions derived yet for the local mass burning rate in terms of the extended flame
stretch definition up to now.

In this paper, we will study stretch induced local disturbances in the enthalpy and ele
ment mass fractions and the subsequent effect of these disturbances on the local burning
velocity of 3D instationary stretched flames, described by multi-component transport and
chemistry models. The main purpose of this paper is to study the effects of local flame
stretch and flame curvature in more realistic combustion systems. It is our final goal to
apply the formalism to laminar and turbulent premixed flames, computed numerically
with complex transport and detailed chemistry models.

In the next two sections, we will derive a set of quasi-lD flamelet equations for mass,
species mass fractions, enthalpy and element mass fractions from the general 3D insta
tionary conservation equations. These flamelet equations describe local transport per
pendicular to suitably defined flame surfaces and they contain source terms proportional
to the local stretch rate. Transport along the flame surfaces and instationary effects are
described by the source terms. The structure of the flamelet equations can be studied
numerically for given stretch rate and local curvature of the flame surfaces. In this paper,
an analytical treatment is presented. The system is studied for the case of zero stretch
rate in Section 4. It appears that the enthalpy and element mass fractions are con
served and an expression for the mass burning rate is derived. The analysis is extended
to stretched flames in Section 5. There, it is shown that entalphy and element mass
fractions change through differential diffusion effects in the flame area. These changes
in enthalpy and element mass fractions depend on the Karlovitz and Lewis numbers of
all species. The subsequent consequences for the mass burning rate in the burnt and
unburnt gases are also studied. Apart from the known dependence of the burning rate
on enthalpy changes, we find an additional sensitivity of the mass burning rate related
to changes in the element mass fractions. The special case of a constant stretch rate in
the flame area, as is the case for flat flames in a stagnation flow, is studied in Section
6. The general expressions of Section 5 simplify considerably. All Karlovitz numbers
become equal to the usual definition and a small number of effective Lewis numbers can
be introduced for the diffusive transport of enthalpy and element mass fractions. In Sec
tion 7, familiar expressions for the burning rate, with different Lewis numbers and with
a new term related to stoichiometry changes in a lean methane/air flame, are recovered
for the case of a single-step irreversible reaction. Finally, the application of the theory to
the numerical results of a 2D stationary Bunsen flame tip is illustrated briefly in Section 8.

It should be noted that some approximations have to be introduced in the derivation to
make the analysis possible. First of all, in the final set of flamelet equations we neglected
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the terms describing diffusive transport parallel to the local flame surfaces. Recent numer
ical computations [1] have shown that these terms are a few orders of magnitude smaller
than the stretch terms for a 2D flametip. Secondly, the theory is restricted to weak stretch
rates and O(Ka2

) terms are neglected. Finally, to be able to present explicit expressions
for the mass burning rate, we restricted the analysis to a thin reaction layer (such as in the
case of large activation energy). However, as we are not interested in accurate expressions
for the burning velocity, but in the influence of flame stretch on the mass burning rate,
it is expected that the formalism can be applied to more general reaction models. The
implications of these assumptions are currently studied.

2 Problem Definition

Chemically reacting flows are governed by a set of conservation equations describing the
flow, the chemical species mass fractions and the enthalpy. In this paper, premixed laminar
flames will be analyzed for a given (time-dependent) flow and pressure field. We restrict
the analysis to low Mach-number flows and n..eglect the effect.-Q . .ons in

~J~,~:,:_~!!..(L~LI!!e2gJh.~,~S2~!?~1!,>~!~,2.g>"~,qY.3~&iQ.I,l~,,,The governing equations are the continuity
equation

8p
8t+V,(pv)=O, (1)

p being the mass density and v the given flow velocity, the conservation equations for the
N species mass fractions Yi

8(pYi) ( ) ( ). ( )8t +V· pvYi - V· pDim VYi = Pi, i = 1, ... , N ,

and the balance equation for the enthalpy H

(2)

8(pH) +V. (pvH) - V. (~VH) = '£(_1 -l)V· (~HiVYi). (3)
8t cp i=l Lei cp

Here, we introduced the diffusion coefficients Dim, the thermal conductivity A, the specific
heat Cp, the chemical source terms Pi and the Lewis numbers Lei = -D

A (assumed to
P .mCp

be constant). Furthermore, the specific enthalpy H is defined as the sum over the specific
enthalpies Hi

N T

H =?: HiYi, Hi = H? +Jcp,i(r) dr, (4)
t=1 To

Cp,i and H? being the specific heat and enthalpy of formation of species i at temperature
To, respectively. The flow field is determined by the momentum equations and the gas
law, in combination with Eqs.(1-4). The momentum equations and the gas law are not
considered here, because it is assumed that the flow field is given.
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It is instructive to analyze the specific element mass fractions in stretched flames, be
cause flame stretch in combination with preferential diffusion might influence the local
stoichiometry of the flame. An element mass fraction Zj is defined by [10]

N

Zj = Wj Lf.ljiYi/Mi , (j = 1"" ,Ne ),
i=l

(5)

where the f.lji-coefficients denote the species composition (i.e. the number of atoms of
type j in species i) and where M j and Wj are the molar masses of species i and element
j, respectively. N e is the number of elements in the flame. The conservation equations
for Zj read

8(pZj) ( ) ~ ( . )8 +V· pvZj = L..i WjiV , (pDim VYi), J = 1"" ,Ne ,
t i=l

(6)

stating that element mass fractions in a flame are only influenced by convection and
diffusion and not by chemical reactions. In Eqs. (6) we used the notation Wji = Wjf.lidMi ,
denoting the mass fraction of element j in species i. These Ne conservation equations are,
of course, not independent of the set (2).

3 Flame Stretch Definition

The flame stretch formalism, presented in Refs. [1, 9], will be the starting point of this
study. The reader is refered to these papers for more details. The flame is defined as
the region in space, where a scalar variable Y has a value between the unburnt (Yu) and
burnt (Yb) values. For Y one may take for instance one of the species mass fractions,
which obeys I \7Y 1# 0 (e.g. Y = YCH4)' A 'flame surface' is defined as an iso-plane of Y,
i.e. a surface where Y(x, t) = constant. The motion of such a surface is described by the
kinematic equation [7]

~:=: +(Vj'V)Y=O, (7)

stating that a point on a flame surface stays on this surface for all t. Here, v f is the local
velocity of a flame surface. A local orthogonal coordinate system "1 = (e, (,.,,) (see Figure
1) is defined in terms of these flame surfaces. The factors he = I ~~ I, he = I ~~ I and

hTJ =1 ~~ I are scale factors, defining the arc-lengths in the 'I1-coordinate system. Note
that the unit normal vector eTJ on a flame surface can be written as en = VY/ IVY I .

As in [9], we define the stretch rate ]( as the relative rate of change of the mass

M(t) = Jp dV
V(t)

in a small part of the flame, enclosed by the volume Vet), moving with velocity vf:

]{ =~ dM
M dt'

(8)

(9)
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Applying the transport theorem to M(t) in Eq.(8) then leads to the following equation
for I<: op

pI< = ot + V· (pvf)· (10)

Apart from the usual terms related with flame curvature and flow straining, this definition
of I< incorporates additional contributions, for instance due to flame thickness variations.
A physical interpretation of the different contributions is presented in Ref.[9].

Combining Eq. (10) and the continuity equation (1) gives

V . (p(v - vI)) = -pI<. (11)

Furthermore, it should be noted that the tangential component v ftt of the flame surface
velocity is equal to the tangential component Vt of the fluid velocity. Note also that the
difference p(v - v f) is equal to the amount of mass, effectively consumed by the flame,
so that we may write

(12)

SL being the local burning velocity. Combining Eqs.(ll) and (12) then leads to the quasi
ID continuity equation

(13)

with all flow deviations from locallD behavior combined in the right-hand side term -pI<.

(14)
7o(PY) .ot + V· (pvY) - V· (pDyVY) = py,

The definition of the flame stretch rate, as presented here, can be justified further by
considering the conservation equation for Y

with Dy and py generally depending on the other field variables in the flame. Using the
kinematic condition (7) and Eqs. (10) and (12), the conservation equation for Y can be
written in quasi-ID form as:

(15)

with all transport terms along flame surfaces gathered in the right-hand side term -pI<Y.
Note that the diffusive flux is directed in the e7)-direction.

The same procedure can be applied to the other scalar variables Yi, Hand Zj. This then
leads to the following set of quasi-lD conservation equations:

V . (psLe7))

V . (psLYie1j) - V . (pDim : ~Yi e1j) - Pi
1j 'TJ

-pI<,

-pI<Yi + QYil (i = 1,···, N),
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where the Qy;, QH and QZj terms, which describe transport in the flame surfaces, arise
because the local iso-surfaces of the variables Yi, Hand Zj generally don't coincide with
the iso-surfaces of y. However, it is expected that the contributions QY;, QH and QZj are
small compared to the stretch terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (16) in most situations,
although this might not be justified under extreme circumstances, such as near local flame
quenching. In Ref.[l] the QH term was computed numerically for the tip of a stationary
2D Bunsen flame and it appeared to be small. Furthermore, it is obvious that Qy = 0,
L:i Qy; = 0 and QZj = L:i WjiQy;. This then implies that for a simple one-step reaction
R -+ Pall Q-terms vanish. Therefore, we assume in this paper that Qy; = QH = QZj = o.

Introducing the mass burning rate m = pSL and the variable ()" = heh, =1 ~e x ~~ I, which
is a measure for the area on the flame surfaces through which transport takes place, the
quasi-lD conservation equations in (16) can be expressed in the 7J-coordinate system.
These equations, which we refer to as the 'flamelet' equations, then read:

Note that the derivative ~~ is related to the curvature of the flame. In this paper we study
the above system analytically for arbitrary a and K as function of TJ. More specifically, we
will compute the mass burning rate m for both stretchless flames (K = 0) and stretched
flames (K i= 0). The flamelet equations are also a suitable model in numerical flame
simulations, when the stretch rate K and the area function ()" are given.
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4 Mass Burning Rate of Stretchless Flames

7

Let us first study the case of stretchless flames, i.e. f{ = O. Note that flames may still
be curved when f{ = O. Integration of the conservation equations for mass, enthalpy and
element mass fractions of the set (17) from the unburnt to the burnt gas mixture gives:

(umOh = (umO)u, (18)

(umO HOh = (umOH)u, (19)

(umO ZJh = (umO Zj )u, (j = 1,' .. ,Ne ), (20)

where it has been used that the diffusive fluxes all vanish in the unburnt and burnt gases.
The superscript '0' refers to the stretchless solution and the subscripts 'b' and 'u' denote
the values of a variable in the burnt and unburnt gases, respectively. Eqs.(18), (19) and
(20) simply indicate that the mass, enthalpy and element composition are constant in the
flame area, i.e. H~ = Hu and ZJ.b = Zj,u, as expected. This means that the stoichiometry
of the mixture near the reaction zone is also unchanged.

Let us now turn to the mass burning rate mg of the stretchless flame, which can be
computed from the quasi-1D equation for Y:

(21)

where we introduced the functions :F, 9 and 8:

:F(TJ)
a

- aTJ (u mY),

9(1/)
1 ay

- u pDy ha'
7j TJ

8(1/) h7ju py. (22)

We multiply Eq.(21) with g(TJ) and subsequently integrate the resulting equation over "1
from TJu to "lb. The integral over the diffusion term ~ &:.,.,2 then drops out, as the diffusion
fluxes are zero in the (un)burnt mixture and we find

7jb 7jb

/ :F(TJ) g(TJ) dTJ = / g(TJ) 8("1) dTJ· (23)
7ju 7ju

The integrals in this equation run over the complete flame region. The function 9("1)
in the left-hand side of this equation can be approximated very well by the (integrated)
solution of Eq.(21) in the preheating zone, where 8 « :F:

7j 7j

9("1) = J(:F(1/;) - S(1/;))d1/; ~ / :F(1/;)d1/;, (24)
7ju 7ju
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which leads to

7)b ( 7) ) 1 (7)b ) 2 7)bLF(7]) \l F(1/;)d'lf; d7] = 2" \lF(T]) dT] ~L9(T]) S(7]) dT].

8

(25)

The validity of the approximation in Eq. (24) is related to the fact that the reaction layer is
much thinner than the preheating zone, so that the major contribution to the integral over
F9 in Eq.(23) is found in the preheating zone. It should be noted that Eq.(25) is exact
when the reaction sheet thickness goes to zero (e.g. for infinite activation energy). This
approach is equivalent to the Large Activation Energy Asymptotics treatment [11, 12] to
compute the mass burning rate.

The integrals in Eq.(25) can now be evaluated:

7JbJF(T]) dT] - (0" mOh (y~ - Yu),
7)u

7)b

J9(T] )S(T]) d7]
7)u

~J0"2 pDy py dY,
yu

(26)

where we used Eq.(18). Substituted into Eq.(25), this gives the following expression for
the mass burning rate:

m~(H~, Z~,b" ", Z~e-l,b) ~ I ){ ~ Yu 1 2J: (;J 2 pDy py dY. (27)

It should be realized that Eq.(27) is not equal to the adiabatic mass burning rate mf,l of
a flat flame, due to the factor (0"/O"b)2. For an infinitely thin reaction layer, though, this
expression does reduce to the expression for the adiabatic mass burning rate of a planar
flame, as the curvature terms then drop out.

Note that we explicity emphasized the dependence of the mass burning rate m~ on the
enthalpy and element composition in the equilibrium state in Eq.(27). This follows from
the observaton that the factor pDypy in Eq.(27) is a function of all flame variables Yi
(i = 1"", N) and T. However, the integral in Eq.(27) effectively runs only over the

-thin reaction layer, where py =1= 0 and where the system approaches the equilibrium state.
From a time scale analysis of a number of combustion systems, it has become clear recently
[13, 14, 15], that the reaction path in composition space is embedded in a low-dimensional
manifold, which can be described by a small number of progress variables. Near the equi
librium point in composition space, all reaction paths are attracted to a one-dimensional
subspace in most cases, independent of the intial composition. This means that for this
case all flame variables can be written as function of Y because I VY 1=1= 0: Yi(Y) and
T(Y). Eq.(27) then indicates that the integral over Y is independent of the intial com
position in this case and depends only on the equilibrium state. The local equilibrium
state is described completely by the pressure (assumed to be constant), total enthalpy
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and element composition in the reaction layer, i.e. H~ and ZJ.b for j = 1, .. , Ne - 1; ZNe

follows from EjZj = 1.

5 Mass Burning Rate of Stretched Flames

In this section we consider stretched flames. As in the previous section, we first study the
conservation equations for mass, enthalpy and element mass fractions. Integration of the
mass conservation equation in (17) through the flame gives

7/b

(umh - (um)u = - JupK hTJd7].
7/u

(28)

(29)

(31)

In the same way, integration of the enthalpy equation in (17) and using (28) results in

-1 7/b

Hb- Hu = (umh JapK(H - Hu) h7/d7].
7/u

In the weak stretch limit, the term H - Hu in (29) can be approximated from the enthalpy
equation and the species mass fraction equations in (17) [1], and Eq. (29) then reduces
to

Hb- Hu = - t (H?(L
1

. - l)(1'i,b -1'i,u) Kai +O(Kan) , (30)
,=1 e,

where the Karlovitz numbers K ai are defined by:

K Lei j7Jb K (1'i - 1'i,u )a· - up
t - (a m)b 7/u 1'i,b - 1'i,u

Equation (30) describes the influence of preferential diffusion and flame stretch, incorpo
rated in the Karlovitz numbers, on the local enthalpy of the burnt mixture. It should be
noted from the definition (31) of the Karlovitz numbers that the influence of flame stretch
pK in the preheating zone is effectively damped exponentially by the factor l~\~: 'which
is equal to 1 in the burnt gasses and goes to zero for 7] -+ 'flu.

To determine the local element mass fractions in the burnt mixture of stretched flames,
the same procedure can be followed as for the enthalpy. Integrating the equations for Zj
in the set (17) through the flame gives

-1 'T/b

Zj,b - Zj,u = (a m)b JupI«Zj - Zj,u)h7/d7]. (32)
7Ju

When the definition equation (5) for Zj and Zj,u is inserted into the right-hand side we
find, using Eq.(31),

(33)
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This equation describes the effect of preferential diffusion and flame stretch on the local
element mass fractions in the burnt mixture. The enthalpy Hb and the element mass
fractions Zj,b in the burnt mixture, determine the local stoichiometry and equilibrium
composition in the burnt mixture. These quantities, following from Eqs.(30) and (33),
have an important influence on the local mass burning rate mb, because it is determined
to a large extend by the mixture composition and enthalpy in the reaction layer, close to
the burnt mixture. The precise description of this influence will be studied hereafter.

Let us now turn to the evaluation of the mass burning rate for stretched flames. The
mass burning rate is again determined from the quasi-1D Y-equation (21), where F(T]) is
now given by

F(1]) = :1] (0" m Y) +hl1 O" pKY, (34)

while 9 and S are still given in (22). The computation of the mass burning rate is
analogous to the computation presented in the previous section, with F replaced by
Eq.(34). For the integral over Fin (26) we now have

l1b

JF(T]) dry = (0" m Y)b
l1u

7jb

(0" m Y)u + J0" pKY h7j dT]
7ju

~Yb (0")22 - pDy py dY
yu O"b

77b

= (0" mh (Yb - Yu) + JO"pK(Y - Yu) hl1 dT],
l1u

so that we find for the mass burning rate

(35)

(36)

The first term in the right-hand side is again a function of the combustion variables Yi
and T. However, as before, the integral effectively runs over the thin reaction layer, where
the source term is non-zero and where the composition approaches the equilibrium point,
following the 1D low-dimensional manifold described by Yi(Y) and T(Y). Comparison
of this term with Eq.(27) for stretchless flames then indicates that this term is equal to
the mass burning rate of a 'stretchless' flame m~(Hb, Zl,b, ...ZNe -1,b) with enthalpy and
composition given by Hb and Zj,b instead of H~ and ZJ,b' Using the definition of the
Karlovitz numbers (31) then gives for Eq.(36):

Kay
mb--'

Ley
(37)

Comparing the mass burning rate mb = mb(Hb, Zl,b,' .. ,ZNe -1,b) to the mass burning rate
mg = m~(H~ , Zr,b' ... , ZRre -1 ,b) for the stretchless counterpart and taking into account
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that H~ = Hu and ZJ.b = Zj,u(j = 1" .. ,Ne), this last equation can be written as

mb Kay a 0

m~ 1 - Ley + (Hb - Hu ) aH~ (In md

N e -1 a
+ ~ (Zj,b - Zj,u) aZ9 (In m~) + hot,

J=l J,b

11

(38)

with hot containing higher-order terms in Kaj. The differences Hb - Hu and Zj,b - Zj,v.
in (38) follow from Eq.(30) and (33), respectively.

Let us consider the physical significance of the different terms in Eq. (38). The term
Kay/Ley is related to the fact that effective upstream transport of heat and mass from
the reaction zone to the preheating zone is modified by flame stretch. The rate of up
stream transport has an important influence on the propagation velocity of a premixed
flame. This can, for instance, be understood from the fact that the mass burning rate is
proportional to VP. Le). Note that the term 1 - ~:; does not vanish for unit Lewis

numbers (Lej = 1). The other terms in Eq.(38) are zero in that case. The a~o (lnm~)-
b

term in the right-hand side is related to the effect of preferential diffusion on the local
enthalpy, leading to a change in the mass burning rate on its turn. Both terms appear
in the analysis of Chung and Law [8] for the case of a simple one-step reaction. The last
term, proportional to ah b (In mf), also arises from differential diffusion effects, which

J, <

give rise to element composition and stoichiometry changes (at constant enthalpy). This
term is not found in other studies. It is probably smaller than the second term, because
the burning velocity is quite sensitive to variations in the temperature for large activation
energy in most situations. However, burning velocity changes, due to local stoichiome
try fluctuations may be important in some cases, for instance near the flammability limits.

We finally turn to the mass burning rate m u in the upstream part of the flame, which is
frequently considered in the literature. Combining Eq. (28) and its stretchless counterpart
Eq. (18) gives

(39)

For ~ we may substitute Eq.(38). It is important to realize, that the integral over pI<m b

here is not proportional to the Karlovitz number, as is assumed in some studies. The
factor upK in the definition (31) of the Karlovitz numbers is damped exponentially in
the preheating zone. However, in Eq.(39), upK is not damped in the preheating zone,
which might result in a value, significantly larger than K aj. Eqs.(38) and (39) describe
the mass burning rate in the burnt and unburnt mixture, compared to the mass burning
rate for the stretchless case. Finally, the mass burning rate m~ follows from the equation

(
1 T/b a )-1

m~ 1 - Ub La~ dT] (40)
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where the second term in large brackets describes the effect of flame curvature. ote that
m~ and m~ are not equal to the mass burning rate of a flat adiabatic flame m~,l' due
to the curvature factors in the integrals over the flame. However, the expression for m~
is approximately equal to the adiabatic mass burning rate of a flat flame, because the
integral in Eq.(27) has the largest contribution in the reaction layer, where the factor 0'
is close to O'b. For the case of an infinitely thin reaction layer, m~ in Eq.(27) is equal to
the adiabatic mass burning rate.

6 Mass Burning Rate of Flames with Constant Stretch
Rate

In this section we elaborate the results presented in the previous section for the special
case that O'pK = (O'pKh = Constant in the flame region (1]u < 1] < 1]b). An example
of such a flame is a flat flame (0' = O"b) in a stagnation flow with pK = (pK)b' which is
frequently studied in literature; see e.g. [17}. This approximation, however, is certainly
not valid for premixed flames in general. For this special case, though, we find an identical
expression for all Karlovitz numbers from Eq.(31):

(41)

where we substituted the approximate stretchless ID solution for }'i(1]):

(42)

(43)

in the preheating zone. The expressions in the previous section now simplify considerably.
Eq.(30) reduces to

Hb - Hu = ICa (r
1

- 1) Cp(n - Tu) +O(ICa2
),

J..,e1t

where the effective Lewis number £e1t , describing the enthalpy transport by the diffusive
fluxes, follows from

_1_ -1 = _ £:(_1 -1) H? (Yi,b - Yi,u).
£e1t i=l Lei cp(n - Tu )

Note that 1/£e1t - 1 is a weighted average of the factors 1/Lei - 1, because

N

- 2.: H?(Yi,b - Yi,u) = cp(n - Tu)
i=l

for constant cpo

(44)

(45)
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Analogous to the enthalpy equation, Eq.(33) may be written as

1
Zj,b - Zj,u = Ka ({,ez. - 1) Zj,u'

J

13

(46)

Here, the effective Lewis numbers {,ezj , describing the diffusive transport of the elements,
are defined by

_1_ -1 __~ _1_ w .. Yi,b - Yi,u
- LJ Jl •

(,ezj i=l Lei Zj,u

Finally, Eq.(38) for the mass burning rate reduces to

(47)

+ (48)

An important conclusion, which might be drawn from the analysis presented here, is that
there is in general no unique Karlovitz number. Each species has its own Karlovitz num
ber, because the effective transport by diffusion in the flame is different for each species.
However, the Karlovitz numbers are all equal, when the stretch rate does not change in
the flame zone. Only for this special case or when the stretch rate does not vary too much
in the flame zone, the analysis leads to a unique Karlovitz number and to comparable
results as found in the literature. Furthermore, the choice of Lewis numbers is critical
in real multi-component combustible mixtures. The Lewis numbers considered should be
related to the effective diffusive transport of enthalpy, when variations in the enthalpy are
considered and to the effective transport of elements, when variations in composition are
of interest (see Eqs.(44) and (47)). Furthermore, effects of the local flame temperature on
the mass burning rate are not automatically governed by the same Lewis numbers as the
Lewis numbers which predict variations in the enthalpy. In the next section, Eq.(48) is
used to compute the burning rate in case of a one-step irreversible reaction describing lean
methane/air combustion. It is shown that results in the literature for the mass burning
rate (see e.g. [8]) are recovered, with additional terms related with stoichiometry changes
in the flame.

7 Mass Burning Rate for Lean Methane/Air Flames

In this section, we discuss the special case of combustion of lean methane/air mixtures,
described by a single-step irreversible reaction. We will first calculate the mass burning
rate of a stretchless flame and subsequently study the influence of flame stretch.

For the case of a stretchless flame, Eq. (27) holds for the mass burning rate. Expressions
like this for flat flames (with U = Ub) are derived by other authors. Williams [12] has given
an overview of the results in literature on this matter. Usually, the mass burning rate is
computed from the equation for the temperature. The equation for the temperature can
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be readily derived from the set (17). Assuming constant specific heat Cp and neglecting
all diffusion terms, this equation reads

(49)

where PT = - L-iHPPi. Following the procedure in Section 4, a similar expression for mf
can be derived

m~ = mu ~ Cp(T/-T
u

) 2h:~ (;J 2

,\PT dT. (50)

Let us now compute the adiabatic mass burning rate from Eq.(50), for lean methane/air
flames. In e.g. Ref. [16], de Lange and de Goey proposed the one-step, irreversible reaction
rate expression

PT = flH A pCi+f3 YCH4 Yt2 exp(-Ea / RT), (51)

to describe lean combustion through the reaction CH4 +202 ~ CO2+2H20. The reaction
rate parameters a, (3, Ea and A are fitted to experimental data of the mass burning rate
and the resulting data are given in [16]. In case of lean combustion we find the following
expression for the adiabatic mass burning rate:

(52)

For the case of a single species (a = 1, (3 =0) we recover the familiar expression [12]:

(53)

In the derivation of Eq.(52), we used the approximate relation
YCH4 ~ LecH4 Cp(Tf - T)/ flH between YCH4 and T near the reaction layer. Note that
Eqs.(52-53) hold in particular for flat flames or for flames with an infinitely thin reaction
layer (with a = ab). Deviations should be taken into account for more general cases.

For stretched flames with constant apK we have derived Eq. (48) for the mass burning
rate. This expression requires the computation of the partial derivatives of m~ with re
spect to H~ and ZJ,b' However, in Eq. (52) the mass burning rate is expressed in terms
of T~ and Yi?b' The partial derivatives in Eq. (48) can only be computed if there exists
a one-to-one relation between the set of variables (Hb, Zj,b) on the one hand and (n, }i,b)
on the other hand. The equilibrium relations have to be used to define this relation.
However, in case of a one-step irreversible reaction with 5 species CH4 , O2 , H20, CO2

and N2 and 4 elements C, 0, Hand N, there is a unique relationship between the set
of variables (Hb, ZC,b, ZO,b, ZH,b, ZN,b) and (n, Y02,b, YC02,b, YH20,b, YN2 ,b), simply because
YCH4 ,b = 0 at the equilibrium state and N2 is treated as an inert. This is a very good
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approximation for lean methane/air flames, since the other species appear in extremely
small quantities.

For the equilibrium state of methane/air flames the following relations hold:

H b - cp(n - To) +Hg2Y02,b + Hg02YC02,b +H120 YH2o,b,

ZC,b WC,C02 YC02,b,

ZO,b - WO,02 Y02 ,b +WOP02 YC0 2,b +WO,H20 Y H20 ,b,

ZH,b - WH,H20 YH20 ,b. (54)

which can be easily inverted. Subsequently, the partial derivatives of the set
(T, Yo2, YC02 , YH20 ) with respect to the variables H, Zc, Zo and ZH can be computed:

aT
aH

aT
azo
aYo2

aH

aYC02

aH
aYH20

aH (55)

The partial derivatives in Eq. (48) can now be computed using the chain rule. We have
for example

Similar expressions can be derived for the other derivatives.
Application of the differentiation rules in (55) and (56) to Eq. (48) gives the following
expression for the mass burning rate:

(57)

It should be stressed that this equation is also valid for more-step chemistry models, as
long as the mass fractions of C H4 and the extra species are negligible in the burnt gas
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mixture compared to the mass fractions of O2,CO2 and H20.
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Note that in Eq.(52) the mass burning rate m~ is a function of T~ and Y3 b only, when
2,

Pb and !:i.H are assumed to be constant. Using Eq.(52) for the adiabatic mass burning
rate of a stretchless flame with one-step chemistry, we then find for the relevant partial
derivatives:

1

(58)

(59)

Substituted into Eq.(57) this gives us the final result for the lean methane-air flames:

Ka (1 ) ( Tv. Ea(T~ - Tv.))
1 - LecH4 + Ka LecH4 -1 a - (a + l)T~ + 2R(T~)2

Ka( 1 __1_) f3 (Y32,b ~ Y02 ,u) + O(Ka2).
LecH4 Leo2 2 Y02 ,b

This expression for mb, determined by a one-step irreversible reaction, is comparable to
the result found by others in the literature, such as [8]. However, Eq.(59) shows that
different Lewis numbers appear when multi-component transport is taken into account.
Furthermore, extra terms, related to local stoichiometry changes by differential diffusion
effects, playa role when more than one species is considered. The effective Lewis number
-L1 - -L1 of this mechanism is related to the difference in diffusivity of the reactant

eCH4 e02

species. Moreover, it is interesting to note that the effective Lewis number Le'il, being
a sum of species diffusivities weighted by the species enthalpies, describes variations in
the local enthalpy of the mixture through Eq.(43). However, the effect of temperature
variations on the mass burning rate mb is only related to the Lewis number of the defi
cient reactant LecH4 in this case (see Eq.(59)). This last observation is also clear from a
physical point of view, because the temperature variation by preferential diffusion is ob
viously independent of the Lewis number of O2 in a bulk of air and of the product species
CO2 and H20 in an irreverible reaction, in which the products play no more role in the
propagation speed of the flame when the reaction is finished. From this point of view
it also follows that other species Lewis numbers should play a role in case of reversible
reactions. This is described by the original equation (48) and may be calculated when
the equilibrium relations of the mixture are taken into account.

8 Illustration: Tip of a 2D Stationary Bunsen Flame

In [1] the flame stretch formalism was applied to the numerical results of a 2D station
ary, stoichiometric methane/air flametip. The stabilization of this flametip was studied
by computing the local stretch rate pI<, the Karlovitz number I<aCH4 and the effective
Lewis number Le1i. The local variations in the flame temperature due to flame stretch
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were studied and compared with direct numerical results. It appeared that flame stretch
has no important influence on the stabilization of this flame tip. The reader is referred
to this paper for details. Here we will use the same numerical data to confront a few of
the new results of this paper with numerical results.

Let us study the local mass burning rates mb and mu on the central axis of the flametip. In
Fig.2 the mass flow rate pv as a function of the distance y on the center line is presented,
together with the temperature T. In [1] we already saw that the effects of preferential
diffusion on the burning velocity are smaller than 10%, because the effective Lewis num
bers are close to 1. For the Karlovitz number we find a value of JCacH4 ~ -0.47 using
Eq.(31). The term te~ ~ -0.51 in Eq.(38) then has the largest contribution to mb/m~.

With m~ = 0.35kg/(m2 s) a mass burning rate of mb = 0.53kg/(m2 s) is found for this
stoichiometric flame. This value is close to the value for (pV)b = 0.55kg/(m2 s) in the
burnt gases (see Fig.2).

For the mass burning rate in the unburnt gases we use Eq.(39). The factor in large
brackets in this equation is quite small, so that the effect hereof on the mass burning rate,
given by !E:t ~ 0.2, is very large in the unburnt gases. The small value of ~mo implies

~ M
that the flame area at the unburnt side due to pure curvature is very small. Tne factor
in large brackets in Eq.(40) is also quite small, so that m~ ~ 17m~. When the results
for mu/m~ and mu/m~ are combined, the largest parts of these terms cancel and we
find mu ~ 1.2kg/(m2 s). This is also quite close to the result for pv in the unburnt
gases (see fig.2). The terms in large brackets are quite small because of the large flame
curvature contribution contained in opJ( to both the integrals of Eq.(39) and (40). The
cancellation of these curvature contributions can be understood if Eqs.(39) and (40) are
observed more closely. If apJ( = - hI" 8(;~v), which holds on the symmetry axis of the
flame, is substituted into Eq.(39) and combined with Eq.(40) we find the obvious result

'l/b a
m u = mb - Jfj(pv)d1],

1/" 1]

(60)

without curvature. Only the flow straining term 8~1/V) = -p~; remains. This indeed
proves the conclusion of Ref. [1]: although the curvature term has the largest contribution
to apJ(, it is the relatively small flow straining term, which causes a steady decrease of
the mass flow rate of mu = 1.2kg/(m2 s) in the unburnt gases to mb = 0.55kg/(m2 s) in
the burnt gases. Flow straining is responsible for the flame stabilization in this case. Note
that this analysis also teaches us that the mass burning rate in the burnt gases is the only
physically relevant quantity: mb indicates the amount of mass that is actually converted
into products in the flame. The mass burning rate mu has no real physical meaning: the
mass flow rate in the unburnt gases may be changed significantly by flow straining before
it is actually consumed.
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9 Conclusions
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The burning velocity of stretched premixed flames with multi-component transport and
chemistry is studied. Quasi one-dimensional stationary conservations equations are de
rived, with the major distortions from local 1D stationary combustion behavior gathered
in source terms, proportional to the local stretch rate pK. This system of premixed
flamelet equations is subsequently studied analytically. Equations for variations in the
combustion enthalpy and element mass fractions, induced by differential diffusion ef
fects, are derived. Furthermore, new expressions are derived for the mass burning rate of
stretched flames, in which the fluctuations in the enthalpy and element mass fractions,
giving rise to temperature and stoichiometry variations, playa role. Special cases are also
studied. For the case of a constant (J pK, which appears for instance in a flat flame in
a stagnation flow, the N individual Karlovitz numbers become all equal. Furthermore,
a small number (Ne +1) of effective Lewis numbers can be introduced to take into ac
count the effective diffusion of enthalpy and element mass frC;tctions. The example of lean
methane/air combustion in a single irriversible reaction is explicitly elaborated. Some
new aspects of the analysis are applied to a numerical study of the stabilization of a 2D
Bunsen flametip as an illustration. The results show that there are indeed possibilities to
apply the extended flame stretch theory to analyze flames, studied with multi-component
numerical combustion models. However, there is still a number of restrictions, which has
to be dealt with. Issues of further investigation are the influence of diffusion along the
flame surfaces, the extension of the theory to more general chemical models and the ap
plication to larger stretch rates. These items are currently studied in our group.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: Generalized coordinate system 'TJ = (e, (, 'fJ) in a 3D instationary flame. The
surfaces with constant 'fJ are the 'flame surfaces'.

Figure 2: Mass flow rate PV1/ and temperature T through the flame tip.
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